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SPEAKER

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION AND FOLLOW-UP

I.

Lisa Kodmur,

Welcome, Introductions, and Approval of Meeting Summary
 Lisa Kodmur, Meeting Facilitator, called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m..
 The members, staff, and guests introduced themselves. The meeting summary for June 22, 2017 was
reviewed; one edit to the attendee list was made.

II.

Monika Vega,
Harbage
Consulting, on
behalf of DHCS

DHCS Report/Updates
 Enrollment and New Quarterly Performance Dashboard:
o As of October 1st, there are 115,351 people enrolled in Cal MediConnect, for a more complete
breakdown, you can check out calduals.org where we have this breakdown by county and other
demographics. The team has been working for a number of months on revising this performance
dashboard and wants to thank the stakeholders who provided helpful feedback regarding the proposed
measures. We do anticipate the new dashboard will be released in early January. Join the stakeholders’
call next week for an update on the enrollment and quality dashboard.
 MFST Transition Plan Update:
o The governor’s 2017 budget delayed the transition of the MSFT and [indiscernible audio] from a waiver
program to [indiscernible audio] benefit, no sooner than January 2020. Although the state released an
archive of completed work to date on preparing for this transition as well as a proposed framework for
the delayed transition, that will begin in early 2019. These documents can be found on the Cal Duals
website. Also, thank you for reviewing and commenting on these documents. The state has been
working to incorporate those comments into the framework and will be releasing a final version in the
New Year. We’ll have more information on the local implementation and stakeholders’ engagement
process next year.
L.A. Care CCI Consumer Council Report
 October 3rd, ADA Equipment Fair: Members came out to observe the equipment presented. The event was
successful and had great turnout.
 October 3rd A Walk In My Shoes: Members demonstrated what it feels like to have special needs, such as,
using a wheelchair, having diabetes, or dyslexia, etc. Employees were able to witness and experience sideeffects of these conditions firsthand.
 Winter Conference taking place December 15th – CCI members will have the opportunity to learn about
Social Determinants of Health and about 2018 consumer council activities.
 Presentations at CCI Councils: Antelope Valley and the San Fernando Valley will be receiving part two of
two of an education session on managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS).

III.
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Facilitator, Pacific
Health Consulting
Group

Deaka McClain, L.A.
Care At Large
Member

IV.

Dan Salo

L.A. Care Cal-MediConnect and Medi-Cal Enrollment Update
116,000 members in the state—an increase since January of about 1.3%, so Cal MediConnect continues to grow
statewide.
At the county level, we’re at 37,786—growth of about 3%, and most of the growth in the state and in the county
is really isolated into about four plans. IEHP in San Bernardino, Riverside continues to grow. L.A. Care if one of
the few plans that are growing in L.A. County, and Community Health group in San Diego. Most of the growth is
coming from Southern California and isolated in just a few key plans.
L.A. Care had an incredibly great year, now at 15,337 members. That’s growth of over 19% since January, so the
plan continues to instill the value of the Model of Care and the integrated coordination of benefits between MediCal and Medicare, and is able to drive the value proposition to our members to create interest in joining this type
of plan.

Aileen Harper

Karen Widerynski

Denny Chan
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Q&A
 Question: Where do you see the growth? Are these people who are transitioning from an MOT plan to your Cal
MediConnect plan? Are these people newly eligible?
o Response: The vast majority of members are new members that are coming from agents, and most CCI
members, have been reached out to for a couple of years now. They are fairly mature leads, and they
also have some complex care needs, so they are a more reluctant to switching over to Cal MediConnect,
as seen in the very beginning of the launch of the program. The more complex an individual’s care is,
the less willing they are to make the change.
 Question: You mentioned there was a 1.3% increase since January, and then a 19% increase since January for
L.A. Care. Can you explain that for me?
o Response: Yes, that’s correct. Based on the size of the number, your percentages are going to differ. In
the State of California in January, they had 114,000, so growth has been 1,547 for the state since
January - 1.3%. In the county, we’ve grown from 36,000 to 37,000, and that represents a 1,121
individual increase or 3%. L.A. Care has grown from 12,850 to 15,337 for a growth of 2,487 which
represents 19%.



Hanan Obeidi

Question: I wanted to follow up to see of the 19% of new members you’ve been able to bring in—if you’ve
done the numbers, which risk stratification they’re falling into?
o Response: Generally speaking, for the larger functions, we’re going to have to keep it as an assumption,
but based on the fact that L.A. Care is getting a lot of members from agents, they tend to be a healthier
population. When L.A. Care has done side-by-sides based on the risk stratification between CCI
members and our Cal MediConnect members, the CCI members that remain tend to be a little older
and have a little more complex care needs.

L.A. Care Medi-Cal Enrollment Updates
Medi-Cal enrollment remains relatively flat. There have been minor increases of under 1% across all Medi-Cal
segments. Robust increases in Medi-Cal membership will not be seen. L.A. Care is beginning to see enrollment,
but nothing as robust as in 2014, 2015 when we had expansion. Also, if you look back at 2017, there were some
increase where we had individuals that were transitioning into Medi-Cal Managed Care. The total Medi-Cal
membership is 2,043,081.
Q&A


Denny Chan

Aileen Harper
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Question: I remember at our previous meeting, we had asked about your Medi-Cal members who also have
Medicare if you were able to run the numbers around where their Medi-Care was whether it was fee-forservice or whether it was a main plan. I wanted to follow up on that.
o Response: The answer that was provided was roughly 50/50.
Question: Just a follow-up on Denny’s question. So, you have obviously you just said you have duals who are
either a main plan, MLTSS or original Medicare MLTSS, so what are the actual numbers of those in LA Care?
o Response: About MLTSS and those coming into Managed Care – L.A. Care had roughly 16,000
members that enrolled in L.A. Care that were fee-for-service, and they were CCI members, so that was
an increase of roughly 16,000 members. As of November 2017 - it is 111,821. December was not yet
available since it comes out on the 8th of every month. These are individuals who have Medicare with
another plan or receive fee-for-service Medicare and receive Medi-Cal from L.A. Care. So, the primary
insurance or coverage is through Medicare.
Question: Is that 111,000 or so, that does or does not include your plan partners?
o Response: It does not. They have far less. They have somewhere just under 80,000 CCI members. That
goes across Anthem Blue Cross, Care First, and Kaiser with the bulk being Care First, about 33,000
members.

California Long Term Care Education Center
Grant (CLTCEC) Presentation

VI.

Rafael Amezcua
Hanan Obeidi
Rafael Amezcua

VII.

Roland Palencia

Tranquada VIII Accessible Exam Equipment Grants Presentation

VIII.

Denise Colome

Review of Action Item Log

IX.

Lisa Kodmur

V.
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Health Risk Assessment Redesign Update





Follow-up on automatic cross-over billing process for Medi-Cal plans
Follow-up on outreach efforts around transportation due to expanded benefits
Assess if CMC has changed or decreased: Utilization of services, acute care, and SNF, as a result of
coordinated care.
Adjournment & Next SAC Meeting Announcement
 Next meeting to take place on March 8th, 2018 [new meeting date: March 29th, 2018; announced February
2018).

